Bikaner’s Narendra Bhawan gives us a peek into
the life of a maharaja
From a royal birth to a regimental ruler’s authority—every room celebrates royalty!
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The pristine palace is immaculate, and impossible to miss in comparison to the rows of worn-out
buildings in the Gandhi Colony bylane of Bikaner

Bikaner, in comparison to its sister stately cities in Rajasthan—Udaipur, Jaipur, Jaisalmer, and Jodhpur—
remains fairly under-explored as a holiday destination. The old city is small, the architecture is beautiful but
dusty and dilapidated, and its hidden jewels, the Junagarh Fort and the Rampuria Haveli, aren’t promoted
optimally. And when the last reigning Maharaja of Bikaner, Narendra Singhji, passed away in 2003 without
a male heir, the historic city mourned the end of its royal lineage. But when the MRS Group acquired rights
from the Queen Mother to renovate the estate of the late royal into a larger-than-life design hotel last year,
tourists suddenly started thronging to Bikaner to witness the tribute, putting the city back on the tourist map
of India.

The Marwari palace front reveals contrasting interiors—an art deco verandah that astutely
melds colonial and native themes | Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner
Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner | Shocking Shades and Bold Colours

Unlike his predecessors, very little is known about the fiercely private Narendra Singh.
“There was no literature, no recordings, few photographs and portraits, little could be
gleaned from conversations with his family,” reveals Ayush Kasliwal, the brainchild
behind the massive restoration of Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner. The king wasn’t very
sociable, but he was a voracious reader and was a vintage car aficionado. “When I
began researching the enigmatic owner of this grand home, I used the reference of one
photograph that is splashed all over the internet; where he sits in a red room, reclining
on a red sofa, with a red refrigerator. It was his comfort with shocking shades that
inspired me to decorate the luxury hotel in bold colours,” muses Ayush, as he describes
the maharaja’s flamboyant aesthetic.

Narendra Bhawan in Bikaner takes you through the stages of a Maharaja’s life with
room revamp

Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner | Element of Anticipation

The Marwari palace front reveals contrasting interiors—an art deco verandah that
astutely melds colonial and native themes. “The foyer artfully creates an element of
anticipation; a rare chance of encountering royalty.” The pristine palace is
immaculate and impossible to miss in comparison to the rows of worn-out buildings in
the Gandhi Colony bylane. The high gates open on to a Gaushala—an animal-friendly
al fresco lounge with garden furniture. “HH Narendra Singh had raised more than a
hundred pedigreed purebred dogs on this property, along with purebred cattle and
horses. Staying true to his love for all things canine, equine and bovine, we’ve made
this a stay that you can at least check-in to with your dog,” says Ayush. There are also
winding passages with cosy alcoves, a central courtyard, cigar dens with backdated
issues of Playboy from the 70s, and a fine-dine draped in chiffon wallpapering and
pearl string curtains called ‘Pearls & Chiffon,’ taking cue from the refined fashion
choices of Rani Gayatri Devi. The Clinic Spa with cryptic glass decanters and botanical
illustrations pays homage to an antiquated European sanitarium and the terrace infinity
pool transports you to Havana, in the blink of an eye.

Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner | Element of Anticipation

Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner | How the Royals Reside

But the jewel in the crown at Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner is the recent revamp of their
rooms, taking you through defined stages in a prince’s life: The ‘Resident’ rooms have
the playful vibe of a royal nursery, where a young prince would indulge his curiosity
under the watchful gaze of the queen. Traditional crafts and Bikaner terrazzo floors sit
in perfect harmony with Portuguese tiles and an English colour palette. The
‘Regimental’ rooms reflect the transition of a young prince from boyhood to the
responsibilities that come with the adulthood; the first being honing his military
acumen which is a mandate to be king. The theme creates a ceremonial order in regal
shades such as magenta and cobalt blue. Elements of army regalia such as royal
monograms, weaponry, gold medallions and trophies add uniformity and symmetry,
making the suite masculine and solid. The ‘India’ rooms are ironically, frugally
luxurious, drawing from an era when India was inspired by the simplicity of
Gandhiism. Strokes from pastoral India such as a charkha (Gandhi’s spinning wheel)
with walls accessorized with firkis or reams of undyed sheep’s wool, these subdued
rooms are curated in Indigo—the symbolic colour of India.

Narendra Bhawan, Bikaner | Decadent Luxury

The ‘Republic’ rooms announce an air of finality; the decadent luxury suggests a prince who has ascended
to the position of a king, but whose quarters have comforts to accommodate his queen. The honeymoon
suite follows Le Corbusier’s strong confident lines and a colour palette in steely blue and concrete grey.
Today, the heritage hotel is far grander than what is used to be while the erstwhile Maharaja actually lived
there. “When we commenced redecorating, the proportions were completely off, with very little
fenestrations. The meeting of the new building on the foundations of the much older courtyard was where
the biggest challenge lay,” Ayush concludes.

The heritage hotel is far grander than what is used to be while the erstwhile Maharaja actually
lived there

